Local chromatin interactions contribute to expression of the fibrinogen gene cluster.
Essentials The fibrinogen gene cluster is flanked by CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) interaction sites. Chromatin looping of the fibrinogen cluster was demonstrated by chromosome conformation capture. Deleting a CTCF interaction site alters chromatin looping and halves fibrinogen expression. Looping of the human fibrinogen locus is functionally linked to fibrinogen gene expression. Background The coordinately regulated genes encoding human fibrinogen are clustered. This evolutionarily conserved configuration provides a possible mechanism for co-regulation whereby regulatory elements influence gene expression locally. The cluster is flanked by CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) interaction sites that are candidate insulator regions mediating chromatin looping. Objectives To further our understanding of fibrinogen gene regulation, we aimed to investigate whether interactions exist between parts of the fibrinogen locus and how these contacts contribute to fibrinogen expression. Methods We used chromosome conformation capture in cultured cell lines to detect chromatin interactions at the fibrinogen gene cluster. We generated clonal cell lines where two CTCF interaction sites at one end of the locus were deleted using CRISPR-Cas9-mediated genome editing. Fibrinogen expression and protein production were measured using qRT-PCR and ELISA, respectively. Results We detected proximity between the ends of the fibrinogen locus, regardless of whether cells express fibrinogen. An interaction between the FGA promoter and the edge of the locus was more frequent in fibrinogen-expressing cells. Deletion of a CTCF site at one edge of the cluster altered chromatin interactions, reduced steady-state expression of FGB and FGG mRNA, and led to a halving of secreted fibrinogen. These phenotypes were completely restored by reintroduction of the CTCF interaction motif in previously motif-deleted clones. Conclusions Chromatin interactions are important for the coordinated regulation of the human fibrinogen genes. This finding furthers our comprehension of how fibrinogen is produced and identifies a possible source of variability in plasma fibrinogen levels seen in populations.